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The Summer Internship at the Duke Margolis Center has been a valuable and rewarding
experience for me. While looking for job opportunities this summer, the Margolis Center stood
out for me in terms of its interdisciplinary approach to health policy, collaborative environment
with students and faculty, and focus on practical solutions for complex problems. As an
economics major pursuing a pre-med path, this center offered the perfect opportunity to combine
these interests in applying them to health policy issues. The Margolis Center has faculty and
students specializing in a wide variety of areas with public health, law, medicine, business and
many more. This variety of specialities allowed me to learn from and collaborate with people
who possessed a wide range of skills and perspectives. As a result, our discussions were
thought-provoking and often came up with nontraditional solutions to health problems.

My experience at the Margolis Center has also greatly deepened my knowledge of health
policy and challenged some of initial notions about health. Upon entering the program, I was
particularly interested in understanding disparities in health outcomes and how to mitigate these
disparities. This summer, the Margolis internship hosted weekly meetings with interns and
experts focused on health equity discussions. These meetings have helped me comprehend how
health equity concepts are discussed and how to approach potential policy solutions to address
health outcomes. I enjoyed how proposed solutions often looked outside of traditional clinical
approaches and instead attempted to address social needs that may be impacting health. For
instance, we discussed how transportation to medical care can often be a large barrier for many
and prevent them from being able to access care in the first place. Additionally, people who are
struggling to pay rent each month may not be able to prioritize healthcare if they are constantly
concerned about their living situation. Thus, we discussed solutions that could couple healthcare
and social support to ensure that people have the resources they need to improve their health.
These types of policy recommendations expand upon conventional clinical reforms in healthcare
to include social determinants of health, which can make solutions more accessible and feasible.
The Margolis Center also had weekly seminars with experts to discuss current research at the
center and introduce the interns to the field of health policy. I found it fascinating to hear about
new policy ideas for social support, healthcare system changes, and new health initiatives. I
enjoyed learning about community engagement in research and how listening to community
voices can improve research. Many experts at Margolis highlighted the value of having
community leaders engaged in every step of the research process and giving them leadership
roles in the research. This approach greatly improves the research by gaining insight from the
targeted community and tailoring policies to most benefit the community. Engaging community
members also helps better translate research into practice by gaining the trust of the community,
which can be extremely important in medicine.

My research this summer focused on disparities in cognitive decline among aging
populations. I worked collaboratively with Dr. Frank Sloan, and his mentorship and guidance
was very helpful. Before this internship, I had not had much experience planning and executing



my own research questions. This internship allowed me to carry out each step of the research
process by designing a question, analyzing data, conducting a literature review, and interpreting
results. All of these skills will certainly help me with future research and academic pursuits.
Collaborating with a mentor was valuable to have guidance on the research process and gain
knowledge about the field. Specifically, Dr.Sloan had previously worked with the dataset that I
used this summer, which allowed me to quickly learn how to navigate and analyze this large
dataset. I also enjoyed building a strong relationship with a faculty member at Duke to continue
research and further connect with the Duke community. As the summer begins to wrap up, it has
been rewarding to see my results come together and to be able to produce meaningful findings.

This internship has inspired me to seek out more health policy research and opportunities
for the future. I initially chose this internship with minimal experience in health policy but
looking to explore the field. I have enjoyed working with this center and believe that the research
conducted is very impactful for legislative change and empowering communities. Therefore, I
plan to continue to pursue health policy by taking several global health courses this upcoming
year and hope to conduct more health policy research. After undergraduate, I plan to pursue
medicine and believe that my experiences at Margolis will allow me to be a better provider to
patients by taking into account social factors that may impact their healthcare and treatments. I
hope to integrate more accessible medicine into my practice and push for change within the field.
I also expect to continue research in medicine to advocate for legislative and healthcare system
change to improve outcomes and equity for patients.


